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■ Common rail fuel system	 ■ Urea SCR system	

In response enhanced diesel engine emission 
controls, this system has been introduced for 
promoting complete combustion.  The "rail" 
referred to in "common rail" is the fuel pipe.  
Conventional combustion systems inject fuel 
directly into cylinders.  The common rail system 
promotes total combustion by compressing the 
fuel to far greater pressure than conventional 
systems in the supply pump in the rail 
(accumulation chamber) and using the 
electronically controlled precision injector to 
accurately control the proper amount of fuel 
injected to the cylinders.  Because the high fuel 
injection pressure makes fuel particles smaller 
and finer, fuel mixes more readily with air to 
promote more complete vaporization of fuel thus 
enabling the fuel to come closer to perfect 
combustion.  Highly efficient combustion 
substantially reduces the generation of PM 
(particulate material). 
 

The urea SCR system is a kind of exhaust gas 
purification technology which purifies nitrogen 
oxides.  It works on the principle of ammonia 
breaking NOx down into nitrogen and water by 
means of chemical reaction.	
Due to the fact that it would be dangerous to 
load ammonia onto the vehicle, the tank is filled 
with urea water and mounted on the machine.  
Urea water is injected into the exhaust gas and 
undergoes hydrolysis at high temperatures to 
obtain ammonia gas.  This ammonia gas is then 
used to break the NOx down into harmless 
water and nitrogen. 
 

             Safety Precautions	

● For proper use of the machine, carefully read the “instruction manual”.	
● Inspect the machine periodically to prevent malfunctions and accidents.	
● The emission control standard-compliant diesel engine is designed on the precondition that diesel oil is used as fuel, so 
be sure to use only diesel fuel. 
● Use urea water compliant with AdBlue.  If diluted or nonstandard urea water is used, trouble will result. Failures caused 
by the use of nonstandard urea water are not subjected to our warranty service. 
● The photos show the machine posed and being photographed for the catalog.  When leaving the machine, be sure to 
safely secure the machine by assuring that the working devices make contact with the ground. 
● The colors in the photos may be different from the actual colors due to photographing and printing factors. 
● The machine and equipment in this catalog may differ from the products delivered due to ongoing improvements.  
FRD Furukawa reserves right to change specifications without prior notice. 
● The photos shown include optional equipment. There may be some differences to the sales specifications. 

Hydraulic Crawler Drill	



Eco-friendly cutting-edge machine with one rank higher powerful drilling 
performance and has been upgraded to tier 4 final/Euro stage 4 emission 
control.	
★ Newly-developed high output type hydraulic drifter HD818	

★ 4th generation emission control-compliant high-performance 
and high output clean engine	

★ One-rank higher drilling performance with high output air 
delivery compressor	

★ Standard super economy PLUS	

★	Comfortable space provided by new deluxe cabin	
★	Standard air conditioner	
★	Tilt type control	
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Advanced drifter system	
● The dual damper automatically detects and 

controls changes in drilling conditions and 
the wedge type piston shape with highest 
energy transfer efficiency are used to 
accommodate different quality of rock 
comprehensively and quickly. 

● Optimum control according to load 
achieves high crushing efficiency. 

● Stable and comfortable drilling can be 
ensured without complex operation or 
waste of power. 

Dual damper	

Wedge type piston	

Compact valve	

High output type hydraulic drifter HD818 with the highest impact efficiency	
High output type hydraulic drifter developed for further drilling performance 
improvement	

A highly efficient high output air delivery compressor for one rank higher 
drilling performance.　Power display to shorten the drilling cycle time.	

Dual damper	 Wedge type piston	 Reverse percussion system	
The dual damper consists of two pistons: one 
damping and the other pushing.	
The damping piston stabilizes the behavior of 
the drifter by absorbing and easing repulsion 
from the bedrock during impact.	
The pushing piston can transfer the impact 
energy to the bedrock efficiently since the 
adhesion of the piston to the rock can be 
maintained by giving proper propulsion directly 
to the drill tool	
The dual damper mechanism achieves 
improved drilling performance and extended life 
of expendables as well as contributing to 
reduced hole bending. 

The piston shape that has the greatest impact 
efficiency has been selected after undergoing 
computer simulation and field tests. 

The reverse percussion system forcibly removes 
the rod when jamming occurs.  Since the rod can 
be removed smoothly, the operator can safely 
concentrate on drilling.	
(Optional equipment) 

New piston actuating 
mechanism (Patent pending)	
The valve is positioned non-coaxially to the 
piston and a new piston actuating mechanism 
has been adopted.  The impact efficiency and 
output have been improved.  This has 
significantly increased the number of impacts to 
achieve one rank higher overwhelming drilling 
performance. 

Optional reverse percussion system (pictured).	
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Tier 4 final/Euro stave 4 emission control compliant 
engine adopts the advanced environmental 
technology “urea SCR system” and is equipped 
with the common rail type fuel device, exhaust gas 
treatment equipment, exhaust gas recirculation 
equipment, etc. to achieve the highest level of low 
exhaust gas through which both PM (particulate 
material) and NOx (nitrogen oxides), 
environmental hazardous materials are reduced by 
about 90%. 
 

 
　      　　Be sure to use only diesel (light oil) fuel. 

The emission standard-compliant diesel engine is designed 
on the precondition that diesel (light oil) fuel is used, so be 
sure to use only diesel fuel (light oil). 

Emission recirculation 
equipment	

Urea water tank	

Eco-friendly clean engine complies with the 2014 Off-road Act Standard	

Emission treatment 
equipment	

■ Inspecting and replenishing urea water	

Urea water tank 

The remaining level of urea water is displayed via the urea water tank 
gauge.The urea water tank gauge indicates the percentage of the 
tank capacity (about 19 liters) remaining.	
If the remaining level of urea water in the tank falls below 10%, the 
urea water level warning lamp comes on and the warning buzzer 
sounds.	
If the remaining level reaches 5% or less, the warning lamp flashes 
and the warning buzzer sounds.	
When the warning lamp lights up, replenish urea water before the 
lamp starts flashing. 
 
 

■ Common rail fuel system	 ■ Urea SCR system	
Conventional diesel engine fuel injection systems 
deliver the fuel directly from the pump to the 
cylinders.  Our system, however, compresses the 
diesel fuel to far greater pressure in the rail 
(accumulation chamber) than conventional systems 
and uses the highly electronically controlled injector 
to finely control the proper amount of fuel injected to 
the cylinders to promote perfect combustion.  Highly 
efficient combustion substantially reduces the 
generation of PM (particulate material). 
 

This is the exhaust gas post-treatment system that 
sprays urea water ( AdBlue®) into exhaust gas and 
breaks nitrogen oxides (NOx) down into harmless 
water and nitrogen through chemical reaction.  Since 
highly efficient combustion can be implemented in 
the engine by post-treating NOx, improved 
combustion performance and power performance 
can be achieved. 
If the remaining level of urea water in the tank drops 
to the specified level or less, the operator is 
informed of this situation by warming lamp and 
buzzer.  Shortage of urea water diminishes the 
engine performance.  Replenish with a sufficient 
amount of urea water. 
The replenishing frequency is once per two 
lubrications. 
(The consumption varies slightly depending on 
operating conditions.)  
 

● Maintenance-free 
Because the highly efficient combustion in the 
engine minimizes the generation of PM (particulate 
material), the unit is not equipped with any ceramic 
filter for removing PM.  As replenishment of urea 
water is the all that is required, no performance-
hampering maintenance of the exhaust system is 
necessary. 

	

AdBlue® is the product name of the standardized high quality 
urea water intended for use in the urea SCR system.	
AdBlue® can be purchased at your nearby large gas station or 
truck station. 	
AdBlue® is a registered trademark of the German Association of 
the Automotive Industry (VDA). 

Urea water tank gauge	

Warning buzzer	
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☆ Super economy PLUS	

Engine RPM during drilling (impact and blowing operation) can be selected.	
This system contributes to improved fuel efficiency while maintaining impact 
performance by selecting the proper engine RPM according to the rock 
quality.  In super economy mode, the system flushes remaining drill cuttings 
at the maximum rotation of the engine in power mode regardless of mode 
setting during blowing operation for hole cleaning.  The blasted hole is 
finished neatly with the maximum air delivery.	
The new system (PLUS) with “new compressor control” (new unload control) 
and “new auto throttle control” added to super economy mode is now 
standard equipment to further improve fuel efficiency. 
 

■ Selection of engine RPM during drilling  (4 positions)	

Power mode ① ： 2,200 min-1　　	

Super economy mode	 ② ： 1,600 min-1　　	
③ ： 1,800 min-1　　	
④ ： 2,000 min-1	

■ New system (PLUS)	
■ Compressor new unload control 
has been added.	

■ New auto throttle function has 
been added	

As the function that minimizes the compressor standby 
power during any time other than blowing operation, 
flushing-linked unload control has been added.  Lower 
fuel consumption linked with reduced engine load is 
achieved. 
	

An automatic throttle function has been developed and 
equipped to automatically raise the engine RPM to the 
maximum when performing impact and blowing 
operations. 

■ Engine information display unit	 ■ Engine throttle switch	

Various items of information 
are displayed:	
Engine rotation rate	
Engine operation time	
Cooling water temperature	
Hydraulic pressure of engine  

The RPM of the engine can be 
set to any one of 5 positions for 
traveling and boom operations.	
 
Position Ⅰ : 1,200 min-1 (idling)	
Position Ⅱ : 1,600 min-1	

Position Ⅲ : 1,800 min-1	

Position Ⅳ : 2,000 min-1	

Position Ⅴ : 2,200 min-1  
                     (maximum rotation) 

■ Productivity improved by high 
work efficiency	

■ Suction type cooling system	

The fans of radiator air cooler and oil cooler are oriented 
in the suction system and their installation positions are 
changed to the rear to ensure reduction in noise level in 
the cabin. The number of rotation of the cooling fan 
during light-load operation other than drilling operation 
is reduced to ensure reduction in noise level. 

The high fuel efficiency diesel engine and the “axial 
piston pump” that automatically controls power and 
speed according to work load have been adopted.  Fuel 
efficiency is improved since the full output of the engine 
can be used without any waste.  Also, efficient hydraulic 
and pneumatic technologies improve productivity. 

Advanced technology evolves into eco-friendly machine.	

■ Post-treatment system panel & switch 

①	High exhaust system temperature lamp	
This lamp lights up when the regeneration by post-treatment 
system starts and post-treatment system overheats. 

②	Post-treatment system cleaning lamp	
This lamp lights up when the regeneration by post-treatment 
system becomes necessary.  It flashes during regeneration by 
post-treatment system. 

③	Regeneration stop and suppression lamp	
This lamp lights up when the post-treatment system cleaning 
switch is set to the “Regeneration stop and suppression” 
position.  When this lamp is lit, automatic and manual 
regeneration by post-treatment system is not performed. 

④	Remaining urea water level warning lamp	
This light lights up or flashes and the warning buzzer sounds 
together if the remaining level of urea water falls below the 
specified value for the tank capacity. 

⑤	Post-treatment system cleaning switch	
This switch manually regenerates, stops regeneration and 
suppresses cleaning of post-treatment system. 

⑥	Engine protection stop extension switch	
If the engine stops due to a problem in the post-treatment 
system, this switch allows the engine to be operated for 30 
seconds.  This switch is used when emergency evacuation is 
necessary. 

①	 ②	 ③	

④	

⑤	 ⑥	

Power ó economy select switch	

Engine speed select switch	
② ⇔ ③ ⇔ ④	

Set using the “power ó economy 
select switch” and “engine speed 

select switch.”	
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Speedy and powerful drilling performance has been achieved.	

■ Easy-to-handle and secure rod changer	
Rods can be extended and withdrawn quickly and securely.  
Speedy rod change ensures shortening of the cycle time.  
The hydraulic sequence has been adopted to facilitate 
maintenance. 

● Rod changer control lever	

① Roller rotation lever &  
slide lever	

② Carrier swing lever &  
rod extend and withdraw lever	

① 

② 

■ Touch underbody and crawler drill-specific quick footwork	

Touch underbody design based on field footwork.  The oscillating system where right 
and left track frames swing independently according to the conditions of road surface.	
The machine can travel on a bad road and yet remain in a stable position of ground 
clearance and oscillating angle (20 degrees) that are top in its class.	
While running, the oscillating lever is kept in the “ON” position.　While drilling, the lever 
is set to the “OFF” position to lock swinging of the main body.	
	

If it were not for the oscillating function, the machine would run unstably 
due to uneven road surface. 

Stability is achieved due to the left and right belts contacting the ground 
independently as a result of the oscillating function. 

「ON」  position	

「OFF」  position	

Oscillating lever	

Oscillating cylinder	

■ Strong flushing capability and high performance dust collector	
 
 

High output and high-pressure air compressor (free air 
delivery: 6.1 m3/min) and high performance dust collector 
(suction capacity: 20 m3/min).  Used together with the pre-
cleaner (option), the unit displays its power for collection of 
large drill cuttings.  Sufficient flushing capability substantially 
reduces drill cuttings left behind to ensure minimization of 
the cycle time. 

■ Mouth treatment 
The suction hood adopts the guide rod mechanism.  
Durability and visibility of the drilled hole mouth are 
improved.  Drilled hole mouth can be treated securely.  The 
hydraulic centralizer holds the rod securely. 

Rod guide	

Hole mouth treatment space is secured	

Pre-cleaner (option)	

Grease 
nozzle	

Centralizer	

Suction 
hood 
(Slide up 
and down)	

Rod	

Dust collector	
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Simple operation & reliability	

■Travel lever	 ■ Highly visible gauge layout	
The operator always performs work while checking the 
drilling pressure.  Movement of operator’s eyes while 
working is minimized by locating the pressure gauges 
on the side pillar. 
 

■ Drilling pressure gauges	

 
 
 
① Impact pressure gauge 
	
② Feed pressure gauge 
	
③ Rotation pressure  
     gauge 
	
④ Flushing air pressure  
     gauge	
	
	
	

Forward and backward movements, travel speed, and 
right and left turns can be controlled by moving the 
right and left levers.  When moving backward, the 
backup buzzer sounds as a warning that that the 
machine is backing up.  When the travel lever is not 
operated, the safety lock is used to “lock” the lever. 

	

Forward　　　　　　　　　	 Backward　　　　　　　　　	

Safety lock　　　　　　　	

Neutral　　　　　　　　　	

■ Operability-oriented tilt type control box	

■ Drilling operation panel （1） to （4）	

① Flushing lever	
     (Adjusts the volume of flushing air discharged.)	
② Rotation lever	
     (Rotates the shank rod of the drifter normally and in 
      reverse.)	
③ Feed lever	
     (Moves the drifter forward and backward.)	
④ Impact lever	
     (Impacts the drifter and heats hydraulic oil.) 

■ Switch panel （5） to （11）	

⑤ Feed pressure adjustment handle	
⑥ Dust collector switch	
⑦ Hood & centralizer switch	
⑧ Anti-jamming pilot lamp	
⑨ Anti-jamming switch	
⑩ Mode selector switch 
⑪ Auto greasing switch The tilt type control box has been adopted where the 

drilling system operation lever and operation switch are 
situated.  Speedy drilling operations can be performed 
in the optimum position by adjusting the angle. 
	

● Anti-jamming device	

The machine is equipped with a safety device that 
automatically draws the drifter back when an 
abnormality is detected after the fracture zone and clay 
stratum have been entered during drilling or when a 
reduction in flushing air is detected.  The pilot lamp 
lights up during operation of the anti-jamming device.	
	

■ Operability-oriented tilt type 
control box	

● Mode selection	

The mode selector switch can be used to select the 
drilling mode according to the rock quality.  Normal 
drilling or drilling with priority given to RPM for fracture 
zone and clay stratum can be selected. 
 

A tilt control box that provides optimum drilling 
operation position has been adopted.  The tilt lock 
pedal is pressed to adjust the angle.  The drilling 
system pressure gauges are installed on the center 
pillar at the right of the cabin.	
	

 
	

⑧ Headlight switch	
⑨ Rear work light switch	
⑩ Front wiper switch	
⑪ Roof wiper switch	
	

Tilt lock pedal	①

②

③

④

⑧ ⑨ ⑩ ⑪

① ② ③ ④ 

⑤　 ⑥　 ⑦　 ⑧　 ⑨　 ⑩ 　⑪	
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■ Comfortable cabin with plenty of elbowroom	
The machine is equipped with the new round cabin which affords a wide visual field in every direction with the large 
safety glass.  The ROPS/FOPS specification is available as an option.  The external air inlet type air conditioner that 
maintains a comfortable cabin environment also comes as standard equipment so that a comfortable working 
environment is maintained under various operation conditions.  The tilt type control box has been adopted so that the 
optimum drilling operation position can be maintained.  The drilling system control stand is laid out at the center, the 
vehicle monitor is situated on the left pillar, the drilling system pressure gauge situated on the right pillar, and the 
boom operation lever box, running lever & electric control panel are functionally located to the right of the operator's 
seat, 

Air conditioner	 External air filter	
 
 
 

① Temperature control switch 
② Blow selector switch 
③ Internal/external air selector switch	

④ Fan switch 
⑤ OFF switch 
⑥ Air conditioning switch	

             Air blows out 
             from the front 

             Air blows out  
             toward the feet 

             Air blows out 
             from front/rear New round cabin (standard cabin 

pictured.)	

 
ROPS :  
Roll-Over Protective Structures 
 
FOPS :  
Falling-Object Protective Structures 

① Air blows out from center 
pillar	
	

② Air blows out from under 
foot (under the seat)	

③ Air blows out from rear	
	

Sufficient performance plus comfortable driving environment	

①

② ③

④⑤

⑥

①

②

③

■ Simple operation lever layout	 ■ Meter panel （left pillar）	

① Guide slide & oscillating operation lever	
② Guide swing & guide tilt operation lever	
③ Boom swing & boom lift operation lever	
④ Rod changer operation lever	
⑤ Rod changer operation lever	
⑥ Horn switch	
⑦ Oscillating (ON/OFF) selector lever	
⑧ Cup holder 

① Monitor panel	
② Compressor discharge air temperature gauge	
③ Hydraulic oil temperature gauge	
④ Urea water tank level gauge	
⑤ Engine information display	
Displays various items of engine information.  When 
the engine overheats, it automatically stops.	
⑥ Urea water level warning buzzer	
Monitor panel	
⑦ Engine air cleaner	
Clogging warning lamp	
⑧ Compressor air cleaner clogging warning lamp	
⑨ Return filter clogging warning lamp	
⑩ Alternator (charging) warning lamp	
⑪ Engine diagnostic monitor lamp	
          Engine warning lamp (red)	
          Engine diagnosis lamp (orange) 
If a malfunction occurs in the engine, the engine 
warning lamp (red) lights up.  The engine diagnosis 
lamp (orange) indicates a description of the 
malfunction that has occurred by the number of 
flashes.	
⑫ High exhaust system temperature lamp	
⑬ Post-treatment cleaning lamp	
⑭ Regeneration stop and suppression lamp	
⑮ Urea water level warning lamp 
⑯ Preheat lamp	
⑰ Indicator selector switch	
⑱ Two-dimensional electric angle indicator (option)	
⑲ Rear monitor (optional equipment) 
	

■ Right side control panel 

① Engine starter switch	
② Engine throttle switch	
③ FM/AM auto selection radio	
④ Air conditioner control panel	
⑤ Compressor switch	
⑥ Post-treatment system cleaning switch	
⑦ Engine protection stop extension switch 
 

■ Comfortable operator seat	
High-back seat for soft riding  
comfort.  Use the seat front  
and back adjuster and reclining  
adjuster to adjust the seat  
position so that optimum work  
position can be obtained.   
The seat belt is standard with the ROPS/FOPS cabin-
mounted vehicle. 

⑧

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

⑦

⑦ ⑧ ⑨

⑩ ⑪

⑫ ⑬ ⑭

⑮ ⑯ ⑰

① 

② 

③ 
④ 

⑤ 

⑥ 

②
③

④

①

⑤ ⑥ ⑦

⑱ ⑲ 
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Resinous hose reel roller	 Resinous wear plate	 Air conditioner air filters	

The highly abrasion resistant urethane 
resinous hose reel roller has been adopted, 
contributing to the reduction in maintenance 
cost. 

The urethane resinous wear plate affords 
excellent abrasion resistance and is 
available as an option. 

To be cleaned and replaced periodically.  
The internal air filter inside the cabin is 
located to the left rear of the seat. 

Travel lever safety lock	 Head guards	 Fire extinguisher	

When not traveling, the travel lever can be 
locked to prevent misoperation. (Pictured in 
locked position.) 

The head guards are standard as protection 
from falling objects. 

The fire extinguisher is installed at the rear 
left side of the body.  For handling 
instructions, carefully read the fire 
extinguisher instruction manual. 

　Right access cover	
Engine oil filter, greasing pump, battery, hydraulic oil supply pump, air 
compressor air cleaner element, compressor oil filter and drilling control 
valve unit can be inspected from this cover. The hydraulic oil tank and 
hydraulic oil level gauge are installed on the front side of the frame.  The air 
breather is installed on the upper side.	
The hydraulic return oil filter is installed on the side of the frame.	
The air filter that separates and removes moisture in the air circuit is 
installed on the side of the dust collector.  The automatic lubricator for 
controlling the amount of drifter lubricant is installed on the right side of the 
cabin.  The maintenance cover for the dust collector has been changed to 
opening sideways to improve maintainability. 
 

　Left access cover	
The compressor receiver tank level is inspected and oil is replenished, 
engine oil level is inspected, water in the fuel filter is drained, fuel filter 
cartridge and engine air cleaner element are inspected, and the amount of 
gas in the air conditioner receiver is inspected via this cover.  The control 
panel is installed on the left side.  The fuse box is located inside the control 
panel.  The urea water tank supply port is located on the left side of the fuel 
tank filler opening.  The upper engine cover on the left rear side of the cabin 
has an access door for the window washer tank.  The engine oil pan drain 
plug and the drain cock for draining commingled water and sediments in the 
receiver tank are installed on the rear of the frame. 
 

Be sure to use diesel oil for fuel. 
 

　Rear grill & upper engine cover	
The radiator and oil cooler are situated on the rear of the body.  They 
contribute to a reduction of the noise level inside the cabin.  The silent 
cover is available as an option.  Non-skid pads are attached at strategic 
positions on top of the engine cover.  Be careful not to fall when inevitably 
going up to the top. The compressor pre-cleaner can be inspected and 
cleaned.  The radiator fan can be inspected for clogging. The rear view 
visibility is impeded by the engine exhaust gas treatment equipment, so the 
rear can be checked via the side mirror.  A rear view monitoring camera is 
available as an option. 
 

　Gathering hoses around the boom and guide shell	
The routes taken by the oil hoses in the areas around the boom and guide 
shell are designed giving priority to maintenance and there are terminals at 
the base of the boom as well as midways along the boom.  The hoses are 
also easy to replace.  The routes taken by the cables are also easily 
identified, not to mention that they are weather-resistant and oil-resistant.	

Easy maintenance	
Newly designed access cover with larger opening has  been adopted.  Easy maintenance has been improved.  The design was conceived for easy-maintenance by bundling the 
hoses around the boom and integrating inspection are  as such as hydraulic equipment and filters.  Control is simplified by improving the hydraulic circuits, weather-resistant, 
water-resistant, and oil-resistant cables so as to preve  nt electrical trouble and a watertight coupler was adopted to reduce the total maintenance cost. 

Tentative maintainability and safety.  Easy maintenance oriented	

When leaving the crawler drill, be sure to lock the access covers and door to prevent theft and tampering.	
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Ｍｏｄｅｌ	 ＨＣＲ９５０-ＤＳ	

Drifter 
HD818 Standard 
Dual damper system Standard 
Reveres percussion Optional 

Guide shell 
Hydraulic centralize Standard 
Sliding suction cap Standard 
Synthetic wear plate for carriage Optional 
Synthetic hose reel Standard 
Rod changer 
Rod length 10ft Standard 

12ft Optional 

Rod size 
32H, 38R (T38) Select 
38H, 45R (T45) Select 

MM/MF rod 
32H, 38R (T38) Select 
38H, 38R (T38) Select 

Starter rod 14ft Optional 
Rotator Standard 
Boom 
Fix boom Standard 
Horizontal guide mounting Optional 
Undercarriage 
Shingle groiser shoe Standard 
Triple grouser shoe Optional 
Sprocket guard Standard 
Lifting hooks for lifting/transportation Optional 
Dust collector 
Pre-cleaner Optional 
Exhaust shutter Optional 
Sinter-lamellar filter Optional 
Cab 
Standard steel cabin Standard 
ROPS/FOPS cabin Optional 
Air conditioner Standard 
High-backed seat Standard 
Seat belt (standard on ROPS/FOPS cabin) Optional 
FM/AM radio Standard 
Rotating light (Yellow) Optional 
Leveler Optional 
Side door mirror Optional 
Side mirror Standard 
Rear view monitoring camera Optional 
LED lights (70Wx2) Optional 
Additional work lights 70Wx2  Optional 
Catwalk Standard 
Fire extinguisher Standard 
Evacuation hammer Optional 
Control 
Pull to drill, drill control Standard 
Direct boom control Standard 
Anti-jamming system Standard 
2-Lever rod-changer control Standard 
Track oscillation lock Standard 
Back-up buzzer Standard 
Engine throttle dial Standard 
Auto throttle control for percussion and air flow Standard 
Others 
Tilt guide angle indicator Standard 
Swing guide angle indicator Optional 
2-dimentional electric angle indicator Optional 
Emergency shut down system Optional 
Hour meter for engine Standard 
Hour meter for drifter Optional 
Tool box Optional 
Silent duct kit Optional 
Heavy duty under cover Optional 
Water separator for engine Standard 
Winter package Optional 
High capacity battery Optional 

Oscillating up 10° 

Oscillating down 10° 

■ Horizontal drilling coverage ■ Vertical drilling coverage 
Boom lift up 10° 
Oscillating up 10° 

Boom lift up 37.6° 
Oscillating up 10° 

Boom lift  up 44.7° 
Oscillating up 0° 

Boom lift up 44.7° 
Oscillating down 10° 

■ Drilling Coverage mm  

■ Standard & Option equipment  ■ Specifications  
Ｍｏｄｅｌ ＨＣＲ９５０-ＤＳ	

Weight & Dimensions 
Operating weight 

Standard Cab  10,620 kg 

Operating weight 
 ROPS FOPS cab  10,660 kg 

Overall length 8,635 mm 
Overall width 3,200 mm 
Overall width Transportation  2,400 mm 
Overall height 2,890 mm 
Overall height Transportation  2,830 mm 
Drifter 
Model HD818 
Weight 202 kg 
Number of percussion 2,800 3,400 min-1 

Number of rotation 0 200 min-1 

Undercarriage 
Track length 2,785 mm 
Ground contact length 2,155 mm 
Width of shoe 300 mm 
Ground clearance 550 mm 
Oscillating angle ±10° 
Traveling speed 0  3.5 km/h 
Gradability 57.7  30°  
Engine 
Model QSB6.7  Tier4 Final, Stage 4  

Type 
 

Water-cooled, Direct injection,6-
cylinders, Air to air after cooled,  

turbo-charged, diesel 
Maker Cummins 

Output 168 kW / 2,200 min-1 

Fuel tank capacity 320 liter 
Hydraulic pump 
Variable displacement piston 2 
Gear pump 3 
Hydraulic oil capacity 170 liter 
Compressor 
Model PDS265-S37B AIRMAN  
Type Screw 1-stage forced oil lubrication 
Free air delivery 6.1 m3/min 
Working air pressure 1.03 MPa 
Boom 
Model JF200 
Type Fixed boom 
Boom lift angle Up 43°・ Down 30° 
Boom swing angle Right 45°・ Left 10° 
Guide shell 
Model GH831 
Length  7,015 mm 
Feed length 4,089 mm 3,904 mm  
Guide slide length 1,500 mm 
Guide swing angle Right 50°・ Left 50° 
Guide tilt angle 180° 
Max. rod pull force 24.5 kN 
Feed type Hydraulically operated chain drive 
Dust collector 
Suction capacity 20 m3/min 
Number of filter 4 
Rod arrangement 
Number of rod 4 
Control lever 2 
Bit & rod 
Recommended bit diameter 64 mm  89 mm 
Type of bit Cross, Button, Ballistic, Conical 
Size of rod 32H,38R,45R, 38H  
Length of rod 3,050 mm (10ft) /  3,660 mm (12ft) 
Starter rod M  4,000 mm 14 ft  

■ Dimensions （mm） 

■ Other equipment (including optional equipment)	
Side mirror	 Right side mirror	 Bright LED head light	 Bright LED back light	

Optional equipment Standard equipment Optional equipment Optional equipment 

Bright LED work light 	 Rear view  camera	 Silent duct	 Guide swing angle indicator	

Optional equipment Optional equipment Optional equipment Optional equipment 


